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In this paper， 1 am concerned with the institution of Zakat as this 

stands as a core tenet of the Islamic faith and as a central principle of 

Islamic jurisprudence. The particular focus for the discussion of the 

Zakat institution that 1 adopt is that of Zakat in relation to the Muslim 

charities that are established in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland， and with this involving the examining of the issue of 

the Zakat donations made by British and other Muslims for the funding 

of the British-based Muslim charitable organizations. The British Muslim 

charities， and the persons making Zakat payments to them， are at all times 

subject to the laws of the United Kingdom both g巴nerallyand with respect 

to what are their specifically charitable activities. In regard to this， 1 shall 

be d巴scribinga key component part of the containing legal framework 

within which the British Muslim charitable organizations function 

and within which Zakat donations are submitted to them as by private 

individuals. This is the Charities Act of 1993， and with this being the law 

that within the United Kingdom states the fundamental rules and statutory 

requirements reJating to the public regulation of th巴charitiesand relating 

to their legal status and their organizational structure. 

In Part 1 of the paper， 1 give a brief summary explanation of 

the institution of Zakat through reference to the essentials of Islamic 

jurisprudence. In Part 2， 1 describe the essentials of the legal framework 

for charitable organizations based in the United Kingdom that is given in 
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the Charities Act 1993. In Part 3，1 tum to the consideration of the matter 

of the Muslim charities that are established in the United Kingdom. 1 

proceed with this through the detailed examination of two principa1 case 

studies， and with these being Muslim charitable organizations whose 

office premises 1 visited， and the representative officials of which 1 

interviewed， in the course of a fieldwork trip that 1 made to the United 

Kingdom during July and August of 2005. Finally， there is the Conclusion 

to the paper， where 1 draw out certain of the implications of the佐'eatment

that it provides of Zakat， the United Kingdom law on charities and the 

British Muslim charitable organizations. Here， 1 point to the success of 

the British Muslim charities in advancing the development of civil society 

within the United Kingdom context， and in this as consistent both with the 

terms of the Islamic jurisprudence relating to Zakat and with the terms of 

the United Kingdom legal framework for charitable organizations as白is

has been set細ldmaintained by the state authorities. 

1. The Zakat Institution 

Zakat or the compulsory religious a1ms tax stands as one of the five core 

and defining principles of the Islamic faith， and with the Others standing 

as faith in God and beHef in His Unity， prayers， fasting and pilgrimage. 

In its status as a basic and defining principle of Islam， Zakat involves an 

obligation出atpossesses a strict binding force for all practising Muslims. 

The obligatory character of Zakat is underlined with the central position 

that it holds in the system of jurisprudence that is specific to Islam.百le

foundation of Islamic jurisprudence， and the primary source for the laws 

and legislation that it comprehends， is of course the Holy Quran， and 

with出isbeing the book that is accepted by Muslims as the authoritative 

statement， or recital， of the Infallible Word of God as revealed to the 

折ophetMohammad who was bom around 570 AD and who died in 632 

AD. In addition to the Holy Quran， there is the primary source of Islamic 
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law and legislation that is known as the Sunna. This consists in the various 

practices拍 dinstructions that are attributable to the Prophet Mohammed 

as through the record of his actual words and deeds. The essential record 

for the Sunna comes in出eform of the sayings of the Prophet that were 

written down by those of his associates who carry the name of the 

Erninent Companions and which as such are referred to as the Hadiths of 

the ProphetYl 

The obligation falling on Muslims to pay Zakat relates to the 

primary sources of lslamic law and legislation. Thus the obligation in its 

fundamental terms is stated in the Holy Quran， and with the substantive 

rules出atgovem Zakat as an institution being given in the Hadiths which 

pertain to the Sunna. The rules on Zakat are highly detailed， and they 

concem such matters as the form of the compulsory religious alms tax， the 

assets on which it is payable， the persons who are liable for its payment， 

and the persons who are eligible to receive it. 

As to its form， Zakat is not an income tax， but a tax on individual 

savings that are held for the duration of a full lunar ye低 Theassets that 

are taxable for the pu叩osesof Zakat include gold and silver and paper 

money， as well as the assets of commercial business enterprises that are 

purchased with a view to resale for profit. With these assets， the Zakat 

due is calculated at a rate of 2.5% of their actual value. There are different 

percentage rates of Zakat payable in respect of other assets， as with such 

livestock as cows， sheep and camels and as with such forms of treasure as 

the mineral wealth that is extracted from the land. Certain personal assets 

are exempt from Zakat， as with personal residences and household assets， 

and there is no Zakat due on commercial premises and industrial plant 

and factories， land held for rental purposes， and the fixtures， machinery 

and other like assets which are essential for the functioning of commercial 

business ente中rises.The category of persons who are liable to pay Zakat 

comprises Muslims who ar巴 adult，free and of sound mind. As for the 

persons eligible to receive Zakat donations， these are as follows: 1. the 

working poor; 2. the destitute; 3. slavesゅ thatis， persons whose freedom 
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is to be obtained by purchase; 4. debtors -that is， persons in need who 

have just debts that are not incurred for unIslamic pu中oses;5. stranded 

travellers; 6. prisoners of war who are taken fighting in a just war (Jihad); 

7. soldiers as engaged in Jihad; 8. Zakat collectors -that is， the officials 

appointed by the public authorities for the purposes of the collection and 

dis位ibutionofZakat funds; 9. new Muslim converts who are in need ofthe 

basic necessities for life. The persons not eligible to be recipients of Zakat 

are prim訂 ilynon-Muslims， the rich， family members and institutions.12J 

As it is clear from the detailed rules relating to it， Zakat is an 

institution that has many practical social and economic dimensions. 1n 

this connection， it is to be observed that the obligation falling on Muslims 

in respect of Zakat is to be taken as supplementary to family obligations 

but yet as distinct from these. For Zakat is to be paid to the poor and 

destitute as such and not to family members (save where family members 

are themselves poor and destitute)， and with the Zakat donations being 

made with a view to the amelioration of poverty and the preservation of 

a just social and economic distributional order among th巴 col1ectivity

of the individuals who form the whole community. The Islamic system 

of jurisprudence is one where proper recognition is given to the rights 

and interests of private individuals. This is so with property ownership 

rights，13J and with the rights and interests involved in trade and commerce 

as conducted in accordance with the principles of just dealings given in 

the law of contract and in the law relating to standards such as weights 

and measures.[4J Nevertheless， the Islamic system of jurisprudence is also 

one where private rights and int巴restsare qualified by the public rights and 

interests pertaining to the community， and to the order of justice bound up 

with the community-based claims of public rights and interests. The Zakat 

institution is here crucial in the qualifying of private rights and interests， 

and in this respect Zakat is closely linked with other related principles 

of Islamic jurisprudence where privat巴rightsand interests are made 

subject to considerations to do with the public rights and interests of the 

community， as so with the prohibition on hoardingl5J and the prohibition 
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.•• [6] on USUrv. 

The formal principles goveming the Zakat institution， as set out in 

Islamic jurisprudence， correspond in large part to the principles of the 

modem welfare state as these are to be found adopted in the advanced 

secular liberal democracies within the contemporary world. However， 

there are two crucial differences between the Zakat institution and 

the modem welfare state. First， the Zakat institution involves charity 

for Muslims， and so restricts the recipients of the form of wealth 

redistribution that it makes possible to persons in need who stand to their 

benefactors as co・religionists.In contrast to this， the modem welfare states 

involve a universal and faith-neutral social security system， where wealth 

is redis凶butedto meet the needs of the poor and deprived but without 

regard to the matter of the religious faith， if any， which they profess. 

Second， the Zakat institution gives rise to an obligation to make payments 

for charitable pu中osesthat is inescapable only for practising Muslims， 

and where the fulfilment of出isreligious obligation， as from the extemal 

point of view of state and society， remains a purely voluntary matter. In 

the modem welfare states， on the other hand， the financial contributions 

白atare required to fund them are obtained 企omcitizens through ordinary 

taxation as a matter of state law， and with the legal obligation thus falling 

on citizens to participate in this state-based wealth redis凶butionsystem 

being inescapable in the respect of its being supported by the machinery 

of coercive sanctions which is available to modem states and govemments 

to ensure compliance with the laws. 

The features of faith-exclusivity and voluntarism that go to mark off 

the Zakat institution 企omthe modem welfare state are such as to underline 
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that the Zakat institution belongs not to the sphere of the state， but rather 

to the sphere of society or， more properly， to the sphere of civil society. 

For it is to civil society， as by definition， that we are to assign those non-

state and hence private actors， whether individual or institutional， whose 

associational practices and relationships are voluntary and faith-based 

as to their origin and their maintenance. This assigning of the Zakat 
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institution to civil society may not hold in s佐ictterms for Muslim societies 

where the relevant state authorities assume a direct responsibility for the 

collection and allocation of Zakat funds. However， it is certainly the case 

that Zakat pertains to the civil society sphere， as opposed to the state， as 

where Zakat is practised by the Muslim communities that are established 

within the advanced secular liberal democratic states. Here， charity 

is formally distinguished from public welfare provision， and the state 

authorities concern themselves with charitable giving by non-state parties， 

such as with Zakat， not with a view to appropriating it for the state， but 

with a view to effecting its proper administrative regulation as an integral 

componentp紅 tof the civil society order. This at any rate is how the state 

authorities in出eUnited Kingdom concern themselves with Zakat as it is 

practised by British Muslims， and by resident norトBritishMuslims， and 

with the British Muslim charities through whose agency the Zakat fund 

donations in question are collected and distributed. As to the mode of the 

state regulation of Zakat in the United Kingdom， this comes in the form 

of the regulatory framework出atis embodied in the law relating to the 

charities. 

2. The United Kingdom Charities Law 

Charitable giving was widespread in the British Isles during the period 

of the Middle Ages， at which time the Church played the leading role in 

the organization of charity. The Reformation in the sixteenth century saw 

charitable giving develop in a more secular institutional context and with a 

more general anti-poverty thrust to it. This is reflected in the m回 surethat 

was adopted towards the end of the reign of Queen Elizabeth 1 and出at

remains a key point of reference in the establishing of a legal framework 

for charities: the Statute of Elizabeth， or the Charitable Uses Act， of 1601. 

The legaI framework for charities was to evolve progressively after 1601， 

and with a further landmark reference point being the abolition in 1853 of 
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the 1601 Act and the adoption in the same year of the Charitable Trusts 

Act. At present， the practice of charitable giving in the United Kingdom 

is govemed by the Charities Act of 1993， which statute consolidates the 

Charitable Trustees lncorporation Act of 1872 and， apart from certain 

spent or temporary provisions， the Charities Act of 1960 and Part 1 of the 

Charities Act of 1992.171 

The Charities Act 1993 comprises 100 Sections organized in 10 

Parts， and with there being an additional 8 Schedules that include one 

that sets out the constitution for the public body which is central to 

the regulation of the charitable sector: the Charity Commission for 

England and Wales. Part 1 (Sections 1-2) of the Act concems the Charity 

Commission巴rsand the ofIicial custodian for charities. Part 2 (Sections 

3-7) sets out the rules relating to the registration and names of charities. 

Part 3 (Sections 8-12) describes the information powers of the Charity 

Commissioners， and Part 4 (Sections 13-35) sets out the rules relating to 

the application of property cy鞠 presand to the assistance and supervision of 

charities by the courts and by the Charity Commissioners. Part 5 (Sections 

36-40) concerns charity land， and Part 6 (Sections 41-49) concerns the 

accounts， reports and returns of the charities. Part 7 (Sections 50帽 62)sets 

out the rules relating to the incorporation of charity trustees， and Part 8 

(Sections 63-69) sets out the rules relating to charitable companies. Part 

9 (Sections 70-83) deals with such miscellaneous matters as investment 

powers， small charities， local charities and administrative provisions about 

charities. Part 10 (Sections 84-100) sets out a number of supplementary 

provisions， including ones to do with the Charity Commissioners. The 

Charities Act 1993 is not a p巴rfectdocument， and， as a legal sourc巴

material， it is somewhat indeterminate as in relation to the subject of the 

lawful organizationa1 structures for charities. In discussion of this subject-

matter， 1 therefore rely not only on the Charities Act 1993， but also on the 

relevant publications of the Charity Commission， and those of the Charity 

Law Association， where there is provided a d巴tailedstatement as to the 

di汀"erentoptions for the United Kingdom charities as in regard to their 
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lawful organizational structure. 

As to its first principles， the foundation of the Unit巴dKingdom 

law on charities lies not in a formal definition of charity， but rather in a 

specification of charitable purposes and with the key consideration， as 

with charitable purposes， being that of what is now commonly referred 

to in discussion as public benefit. In this connection， the specification of 

charitabJe pu中osesthat is now generally accepted， and that is presupposed 

and relied on in the current legislation， is the one set out by Lord 

Macnaghten in 1891 in Pemsel 's case. Here， the recognized charitable 

purposes were classified under the following four heads: the relief of 

poverty; the advancement of education; the advancement of religion; and 

other purposes beneficial to the community (and with these including such 

purposes as the relief of the aged and the disabled， the relief of distress， 

the promotion of public health， the protection of human life and prope託y，

and the promotion of the紅白).181

As for the regulatory 仕ameworkdescribed in the charities law， this， 

as in regard to the Charities Act 1993， is structured around the Charity 

Commission for England and Wales as the body that serves to bring the 

charitable organizations under the law-based control and supervision of 

the state and the administrative authorities. The Charity Commission is 

not a government depar加lent.It is， however， a public regulatory body， and 

with the Charity Commissioners being civil servants who are appointed 

by the Home Secretary and with the powers， as belonging to them， 

being statutory powers with an explicit warrant in the Charities Act. lt 

is laid down in th巴CharitiesAct that the general function of the Charity 

Commission consists in the promotion of the effective use of charitable 

resources through encouraging the development of better methods 

of administration， through providing charity officers with advice and 

information on matters affecting their charities， and through investigating 

and checking abuses (Section 1， paragraph 3). The regulatory powers 

exercised by the Charity Commissioners in furtherance of this general 

function are extensive and they include specifically supervisory powers. 
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Among these is the power to maIntain a regist巴rof charities， and with 

charitable organizations being r巴quiredto undergo registration unless 

subject to the statutory exemptions. The Charity Commissioners also 

exercise policing and investigative powers aimed at eradicating abuse and 

maladministration， and， as with the information powers listed in Part 3 

of the Charities Act， these powers can involve the instituting of formal 

inquiries where statements and evidentiary materials may be required and 

where oaths may be administered in respect of the giving of evidence. 

Then again， the Charity Commissioners exercise a range of advisory 

powers for the benefit of the chariti巴sand their officers. The latter powers 

are of great importance in the efficient advancement of charitable causes， 

and not least so as with the giving of advice to chariti巳sin the matter of 

the form of lawful organizational structure that it is appropriate for them 

to adopt. [9J 

The necessity for charities to be founded in a lawful form of 

organizational structure arises for the reason that charity， as in English 

law， involves what is referred to as the effectual dedication of property for 

some or other charitable purposes. The property so dedicated constitutes 

the funds available for the fulfilling of the charitable purposes concerned. 

In consequence of this， it is essential that there should exist， as something 

separate from the property to be d巴dicated，some proper and independent 

lawful organizational structure through which such charitable funds can be 

legitimately raised and received and then legitimately held， administered 

and disposed of. [IO[ 

There are three basic lawful organizational structures for charities 

to be reckoned with， and regarding which the Charity Commission 

provides advice and guidance: charitable trusts， charitable unincorporated 

associations， and charitable companies limited by guarantee‘For the 

pu中osesof this paper， it is the charitable trusts and charitable companies 

limited by guarantee that are picked out for discussion. The charitable 

trusts have a comparatively simple formal structure. Thus in its essentials， 

a charitable trust is created by a person， or a testator as in the case of a 
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will， who transfers property on trust to some other persons for wholly 

charitable purposes， and with the transferees being the trustees. The 

charitable trust so created is based in a governing document， and with 

this governing document standing as the trust deed， or trust instrument， in 

which will be stated the express pu中oseof the trust and the administrative 

powers of the trustees. The charitable trust， as so established， is to be 

registered with th巴CharityCommission as appropriate. The trustees of 

the charitable trust are required to ca汀Yout the purposes of it賓 asthese are 

detailed in the trust instrument and as in line with the duties and powers 

specific to trustees under the general law of trusts. A charitable trust， in 

being a trust， involves only an obligation imposed on the trustees to hold 

property for charitable purposes， but it does not create an institutional 

entity that possesses a distinct legal personality. Hence the contracts 

entered into by trustees in rl巴gardto charitable funds are entered into on a 

personal basis， and with the trustees bearing personal liabilities on such 

contracts. This is a considerable limitation of the trust form of charitable 

organizational structure， and one that becomes particularly evident where 

the charities adopting it find themselves entering into major contracts with 

third parties or taking on staff and workers in significant numbersY11 

In contrast to charitable trusts， there are the charitable corporations， 

and with the chief point of contrast being that corporations possess， as 

trusts do not， a legal personality that is distinct and separate from the 

personal status of their members. It is to be noted also that the charitable 

corporation does not have charitable purposes， as in the manner of 

charitable町usts，but rather has charitable objects， and with the charitable 

status belonging to a co中orationdepending on its objects being charitable 

on a whole and exclusive basis. The majority of charitable corporations 

in the United Kingdom base their corporate structure in the relevant 

provisions of the United Kingdom Companies Acts 1985-1989， although 

the specifically charitable status of such corporations will of course 

depend on their satisfying not only the requirements of the Companies 

Acts but also the requirements stated in the Charities Act 1993. As in 
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accordance with the terms of the Companies Acts， the most appropriate 

form for a charitable corporation is that of the company limited by 

guarantee. This is a company where the liabilities of its members紅 e

limited to an amount that the members undertake， or guarantee， to 

contribute to the出 setsof the company in the event of its being wound up. 

In the case of charitable companies， these will be companies limited by 

gu紅叩teewithout a share capital， given that the presence of a share capital 

would imply the possibility of profits as for the private benefit of company 

members that are inconsistent with the nature of charitable purposes as 

such. 

Companies limited by guarantee are formed when two or more 

persons， associating together for a lawful purpose， subscribe their names 

to an instrument of association and comply with the relevant requirements 

set out in the Companies Act 1985 as relating to the registration of 

companies. The creation and registration of companies limited by 

guarantee will involve the preparation and filing of two documents: 

the memorandum of association and the artic1es of association. The 

memorandum of association describes the basic nature of the company 

concerned， such as its name， the location of its registered office and its 

objects. The articles of association relate to the internal management 

S加 ctureof the company. The memorandum of association and the articles 

of association， together with a statement giving the names of company 

directors and the first secretary， are to be deposited with the Registrar 

of Companies for England and Wales (as relative to the location of the 

registered offices). If satisfied that all the due requirements are met， the 

Regis住arwil1 register the memorandum and articles of association and 

then proceed to issue the applicant company with a dated certificate which 

states that it is from thenceforth a company limited by guarantee. Where 

a comp佃 ylimited by guarantee has a charitable status， as by virtue of 

its having specifically charitable objects， then it is to be registeredωa 

charitable company limited by guarantee with the Charity Commission. 

In the creation of charitable companies limited by guarantee， the 
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memorandum of association is the crucial document. The articles of 

association are crucial泊 providingfor such matters to do with intemal 

m叩 agementas the position of company members， the general meetings 

of members， the appointment， retirement and removal of directors， and 

the proceedings of directors and their powers.官lerelevant provisions， 

拙 containedin the draft articles of association for charitable companies 

proposed by the Charity Law Association， are too detailed for full 

elaboration here. However， it may be observed血atit is proposed出atit 

be required， as in line with the Companies Acts， that charitable companies 

hold an annual general meeting of members and with written notice 

given of it. As regarding directors， the proposal is that it be required 

in the articles of association that the directors hold a set minimum 

annual number of board meetings. It is also to be stated how the boards 

of directors and the general meetings of members are to divide their 

resp田 tivepowers and responsibilities. 

It is often the case that charitable companies limited by guarantee 

wi1l come into being through the incorporation of an existing charity， 

such as a charitable trust， which lacks co叩oratestatus. The method to 

be followed in this involves creating the corporation， having it registered 

with the Charity Commission as appropriate， and then transferring the 

assets of the former charity，ωgether with the employment contracts of its 

staff， to the newly established charitable co叩oration.The incorporation 

procedure for charities is more expensive than the procedures to be 

followed for the creation of charitable回 stsand unincorporated charitable 

associations， and the form of organizational structure that it brings into 

being is certainly more complex than with the other charities. Even 

so， there remain very real advantages open to the charities that opt for 

inco中oration.Thus the principal advantage of the corporate form of the 

company limited by guarantee for charitable organizations is that， the 

liability of members being limited， there is potential for the charities to 

embark on substantial fund-raising activities， to engage in substantial 

commercial activities based in wide-ranging contractual agreements， and 
(ロ)
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to employ staff and workers in large numbers， but without this exposing 

members of the charities to the risk of personal liabilities. There is the 

additional advantage that， as in accordance with the general principles of 

comp組 ylaw， the directors of charitable companies limited by guarantee 

stand in a fiduciary position as with their companies.官邸 means，among 

other things， that the remuneration received by directors is limited to 

what is expressly provided for in the company constitution. As a final 

consideration， charitable companies limited by guarantee differ from 

charitable凶 stsin that they are not s刷 ectto restrictions on excessive 

accumulations of income. [12] 

3. THE BRITISH MUSLIM CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS 

There are now numerous Muslim charitable organizations established 

in the United Kingdom， and with these discharging important functions 

within the British Muslim community， within the Muslim community 

worldwide and within British society as a whole. To understand the 

functions of the British Muslim charitable organizations， 1 focus on two 

such charitable organizations as principal case studies， and basing my 

observations regarding their history， structures and fund-raising methods 

largely on my interviews with the officials of the charities in question. 

The charities selected for study are Muslim charities. However，血eyare

also among the largest faith-based charities operating within the United 

Kingdom， as ranked in terms of their income and scope of operations. 

The frrst of the principal case study charities is Islamic Relief， or more 

strictly and as it now is Islamic Relief Worldwide.百lediscussion of this 

charitable organization is followed， as for the pu中osesof comparison， 

with brief details on two further Muslim charities， and with these being 

Muslim Aid and Muslim Hands. The second of the Muslim charitable 

org岨 izationspiclc吋 outas a principal case study is出atof Islamic Aidy3J 

The British Muslim charities referred to as principal case studies are 
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registered with the Charity Commission for England and Wales， and they 

were established in accordance with the terms of the relevant companies 

legislation and the relevant legislation for charities. It is to be noted that 

these are charities that are devoted to the fulfilling of proper charitable 

purposes， and with poverty and humanitarian relief figuring prominently 

among their stated objectives. AIso， they are charities whose establishment 

came at the initiative of United Kingdom citizens of the Muslim faith 

and drawn from the ethnic minority population groups. Further， they are 

charities that either rely on Zakat donations for the greater part of their 

funds， or that originally relied on Zakat donations at the start of their 

operations and subsequently diversified the sources for their funds. The 

diversification in the sources of funding is a remarkable feature of the 

Muslim charities under discussion， and with this diversification involving 

the soliciting of funds on the part of the charities from such non-Muslim-

exclusive sources as the general public， large commercial corporations 

and government agencies and departments. As a last observation， the 

charities have adopted， and are exemplary of， the basic forms of lawful 

organizational structure for charities that we have seen to be commended 

within the legal framework for charitable organizations in the United 

Kingdom: the charitable trust and the charitable company limited by 

guarantee. 

Islamic Relief Worldwide was founded in February 1984 by the then 

medical students (and now qualified medical practitioners) Dr Hany El 

Banna and Dr Ihsan Shbib of Birmingham University. The charity was 

巴stablishedby its founders in response to the 1984 famine crisis in the 

Sudan， and with its main source for donations coming originaIly from 

members of the resident United Kingdom Muslim community. It was 

accordingly registered with the Charity Commission as a small charity 

dedicated to poverty relief， and with the location of its offices being 

Birmingham from where it stiU maintains its head office. In the years 

since 1984， Islamic Relief Worldwide has transformed itself from a small蝋

scale charitable organization to a large-scale charitable corporation that 
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pursues its philanthropic activities in over 40 countries， mainly in the poor 

regions of Asia and Africa， and with its four principal relief sectors being 

those of emergency relief aid， development aid， the relief of 0中hansand 

Waqf (that is， the application of property for charitable purposes in the 

service of God). Thus Islamic Relief Worldwide is now registered under 

the Companies Act 1985 as a company limited by guarantee without a 

share capitaL According to its memorandum and articles of association， 

the company has five trustees or directors who are responsible for all 

its administrative functions. There ar巴 inaddition some 24 permanent 

staff and workers based in the head office， and with many more being 

permanently employed worldwide in poverty relief and in the other 

concerns of the company. The employees who operate in the field for 

Islamic Relief Worldwide ar巴ingeneral persons who possess a high level 

of professional attainment， such as doctors and engin閃 rs.

In its institutional form as a charitable company， Islamic Reli巴f

Worldwide comprises two main organizational sections: one responsible 

for the management of fund-raising and for policy-making， and the other 

responsible for the management of actual field operations. In line with 

this two-part sectional responsibility management structure， there are 

contained within the company two distinct types of agencies. First， there 

are the agencies that relate to the fund-raising and policy-making areas， 

which agencies are located primarily in the United Kingdom， France and 

the United States. It is these agencies that are engaged in the soliciting 

of funds from the Muslim communities resid巴ntin the three countries as 

named， and from the general public， the commerciaI corporations and 

the relevant government agencies and departments. The second section 

of the company comprehends the field operations agencies as located in 

the 40 or so countries where its poverty and humanitarian relief missions 

are carried out， as with for example the poor regions of Afghanistan， 

Bangladesh， Niger， Pakistan and Sudan. Here， the countries involved will 

be those where the domestic governments have failed to meet the basic 

needs of the poorest citizens， and with the field operatives of the company 
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fulfilling the objectives for poverty and humanitarian relief through 

investing in， and developing， hospitals and clinics， schools， water supply 

infrastructure， agricultural projects and so on. 

The registered income of Islamic Relief Worldwide now runs into 

millions of pounds sterling per annum. To maintain this income level， the 

company utilizes a wide variety of methods for fund raising.τ'hus there 

are the United Kingdom Muslim donors， who as Muslims pay their Zakat 

and other Sadaqua or alms to the company for it to distribute according 

to the stipulations of Islamic law as it relates to the Zakat institution. 

Then again， the company relies on appealletters sent out to its donors and 

makes appeals to the general public for over-the-counter donations.百lere

are also bazaars and charity shops where the company sells old clothes 

and accepts donations of血esame from the general public. The company 

now purchases lists of potential donors from co中orationsin the fund-

raising sector， and it has recently advertised a position for a co中orate

manager who is to specialize in the soliciting of funds from the major 

commercial co中orations.

As further evidence of the scale of Islamic Relief Worldwide as a 

charitable company， there may be cited the extent of its active involvement 

with other agencies and institutions and the extent of its overseas 

involvement in Muslim countries and with the Muslim communities of 

various norトMuslimcountries. For example， Islamic Relief Worldwide 

has a consultative status role with the United Nations Economic and 

Social Council. AIso， the charity co・operatesclosely with the United 

Kingdom government， as through its strong working relationship with 

the Department for International Development. The latter government 

department has been highly supportive of Islamic Relief Worldwide， as has 

the United Kingdom government as a whole. Islamic Relief Worldwide 

is of course a non-governmental organization， and as such it is a member 

of the United Kingdom organization known as the British Overseas Non-

Governmental Organizations for Development (BOND)， as well as being a 

signatory of the Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red 
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Crescent Movements and Non-Governmental Organizations in Disaster 

Relief. In the latter connection， Islamic Relief Worldwide is a member of 

the umbrella organization of 13 major United Kingdom charities known 

as the Disasters Emergency Committee. As to the overseas involvement of 

Islamic Relief Worldwide， the charity has offices not only in the countries 

to which we have made reference like Afghanistan and Pakistan， but also 

in such other countries as Albania， Bosnia， China， Egypt， India， Indonesia， 

Iraq， Jordan， Kenya， Mali， Somalia and Yemen， as well as in such non-

state territorial entities as Chechnya， Kosovo and Palestine. The recent 

high-profile pov巴rtyand humanitarian r，巴liefprojects of the charity include 

the earthquake disaster relief operation in Kashmir as well as the earlier 

such operation in Iran that followed after th巴 earthquakein Bam. The 

charity was also one of the first intemational agencies to reach the areas 

of Indonesia devastated by the Asian Tsunarni of 26 Dec巴mber2004.

Islamic Relief Worldwide is a British Muslim charity， and at the 

heart of its practical ethos and operations lie the principles of Islam and， 

in this centrally so， the principles essential to the Zakat institution. At the 

same time， it is a charity that conforms with， and that has based itself in， 

the laws and legal framework for charities as maintained in the United 

Kingdom. In line with this legal framework， Islamic Relief Worldwide 

is currently in the process of transforming its existing organizational 

structure such as to convert its main branches in different host countries 

into distinct charitable companies with their own separate registration as 

charities， and this in order to improve its overall administration and to 

make more e仔icientits response capabilities as relative to its poverty relief 

and emergency disaster relief commitments. This restructuring reflects 

the increasing international reach and application of the operations of 

Islarnic Relief Worldwide， as well as the increasing diversification in the 

sources and methods for the raising of its funds and the increasing level of 

its holding capital and income as a charitable company. There is reflected 

above all in th巴restructuringthe emergence of Islamic Relief Worldwide 

as a m勾orinternational charitable organization that is dedicated to an 
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ideal of charity that transcends religious， cultural and political barriers. 

Thus it is that the charity no longer restricts its objectives to the relief of 

poverty in Muslim countries and among Muslim communities. For it now 

states its object， as in its constituting documents， to be the relief of poverty 

in any part of world and 80 without restriction. That this is so points not 

only to the diversification in the sourc回 forfunds for the charity， and with 

this involving a move away from reliance on strict Zakat-status donations 

where the Muslim status of beneficiaries is requisite. It points also to 

something of the high degree of the assimilation of what is a British faith-

based Muslim charity within the secular milieu of the social and political 

order of the United Kingdom as through the framework of the charities 

law.114J aw. 

The status of charitable company limited by guarantee that belongs 

to Islamic Relief Worldwide has come to be common among British 

Muslim charities which have sizeable incomes and budgets to administer 

and which have wide-ranging operational capabilities and commitments. 

This is true of Muslim Aid， which was established as a charitable trust in 

1985 and which is at present registered with the Charity Commission as a 

charitable company limited by guarantee. As in accordance with the stated 

charitable purposes for which it was originally founded as a charitable 

trust， Muslim Aid is directed towards poverty relief on an international 

basis， and with this relating to the relief of children and the elderly and to 

the relief of the victims of natural disasters， such as floods， earthquakes， 

famines and droughts， and the victims of war. Muslim Aid now stands 

as a large-scale charitable company， and the appropriateness of this is 

underlined with the extent of its finances， as where， as for 2004， the 

annual income of the charity is registered with the Charity Commission as 

f4，806，382 and with a total expenditure of f5，529，755 being registered. At 

the same time， the charitable company status is underlined as appropriate 

for Muslim Aid given the scope of its poverty relief operations， and with 

these including the making of grants to individuals and to institutional 

bodies， such as schools and hospitals， and with their being conducted 
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worldwide and with a p制 icularfocus on Asia and A合ica.115J

Asa白目hercase of a British Muslim charity with charitable comp姐 y

staωs， there is Muslim Hands， which was founded as a charitable佐ustin 

1993 and which， having been incorporated in 2004， is now registered with 

the Charity Commission as a charitable company limited by guぽ antee.

Muslim Hands is a faith-based charitable organization that is funded 

primarily through donations from Muslims， as with Zakat donations， 

although出echarity also receives donations from non-Muslim members 

of the general public. As it is listed in the register of charities maintained 

by the Charity Commission， Muslim Hands describes itself as pursuing 

the three charitable purposes that are standard in the United Kingdom 

charities law: first， the relief of pove託y，as with the relief of the victims 

of war and natural disaster and with the provision of food supplies， 

medicines and hospital facilities; second， the advancement of education， 

as with the attending to the educational needs and interests of 0叩hans;

third， the advancement of religion， as in respect of which pu叩oseMuslim

Hands is committed to the propagation of Islam as through the funding 

of the distribution of the relevant literature. The sphere of the operations 

of Muslim Hands， as per potential beneficiaries of its charitable work， 

comprehends both the United Kingdom and overseas countries， and 

consistent with the international projecting of its operations the charity at 

present has branch offices in about 40 countries in addition to its having 

permanent development projects established in more than 20 countries. 

As is so with Muslim Aid， the finances of Muslim Hands are substantial， 

and with出isaccording with its charitable company sta制s.Thus it is that 

as for 2004 the annual income for Muslim Hands is registered with the 

Charity Commission as being f4，551，519 and with a total expendiωre of 

f3，521，510 being registered.116J 

The second of the principaI case studies among the British Muslim 

charitable organizations examined in this paper is Islamic Aid. This 

charity was founded in 1999 by Mr Mahmood Hassan and Ms Rubina Gul 

as a charitable trust and registered as such with the Charity Commission. 
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The purpose of the trust， as stated in the deed of trust that stands as the 

governing document for the charity， is exclusively charitable， and with this 

being specified as poverty relief considered as the alleviation of poverty 

anywh巴rein the worId. At present， Islamic Aid has five trustees. The 

trust deed for Islamic Aid provides that there must b巴oneannual general 

meeting for the trustees， with the required quorum to stand as two-thirds 

of the total number of trustees， and in practice such annual meetings 

have taken place with due regularity. It is also provided in the trust deed 

that the trustees can delegate the manag巴mentpowers for Islamic Aid to 

such agents as it may employ. Thus Islamic Aid now has some 25 full-

time staff， 12 volunteers and two part-tim巴 staffemployed in the United 

Kingdom， together with a large number of volunteer workers employed in 

Bangladesh， Pakistan and other countries. 

The original purpose of the founders of Islamic Aid was for the 

charity to provide a conduit for the application of the Zakat donations 

made by Muslims resident in the United Kingdom. However， the scale of 

the Zakat donations from UnitedKingdom Muslim benefactors compelled 

Mr Hassan， as a trustee， to abandon his existing occupation and to devot巴

himself entirely to the administration of Islamic Aid. As a result of the 

hard work of Mr Hassan and the other trustees， Islamic Aid has b巴come

very successful as a charitable trust which solicits funds from the British 

Muslim population on what has proved to be an increasingly diversified 

basis. Thus there has since 2000 been a steady rise in the proportion of 

the total funds of the charity coming from non之akatform donations， as 

relative to the conventional Zakat form of charitable donations. In 2000， 

Zakat donations amount巴dto 52.08% of total funds， and with non-Zakat 

donations amounting to 47.92% of total funds. By 2005 the situation 

was transformed， with Zaka瓜tdonations amounting tω033.69%もoftotal 

funds and non-ト匂司帽♂白

diversification in the funding sources has not as ye氏tle巴dIslamic Ai凶dt旬O 

mov児ebeyond the private sector of donors， so that， in contrast to Islamic 

Reli巴fWorIdwide， the charity has not attempted to involve the United 
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Kingdom government， or other governments， in its overs巴aspoverty and 

humanitarian relief and development projects. Even so， the expansion in 

fund-raising schemes has proved so effective that， in the judgment of Mr 

Hassan， Islamic Aid ranks as one of the fastest growing charities among 

the British Muslim charitable organizations. So， for example， it was to 

take Islamic Aid but two years of active fund-raising for it to achieve 

an annual turnover of more than f1 million， whereas this threshold 

was reached only after some five years of active fund-raising as in the 

case of Islamic Relief Wor1dwide. In line with all of this， Islamic Aid is 

currently engaged in acquiring co叩oratestatus， through converting from a 

charitable trust into a charitable company lirnited by guarantee. 

The case of Islamic Aid is particularly instructive， in relation to the 

concerns of this paper， for the insight that the study of it provides as to 

the manner in which a British Muslim charitable organization utilizes 

Zakat donations within the framework of the United Kingdom charities 

law. To repeat， Islamic Aid began as a conduit for the application of Zakat 

donations coming from United Kingdom resident Muslims. In this， the 

charity disposed of the Zakat funds in accordance with the strict terrns of 

Islamic law as to their pu中oses.However， the matter of the disposal of 

the Zakat donations becomes more complicated when it is considered in 

reference to the distinction central to the United Kingdom charities law as 

between restricted and unrestricted funds. According to this distinction， 

charitable donations can be counted as restricted funds， as where the 

donors specify on an individual basis the restrictively designated pu中oses

for which the donations were made， as say with the specification of 

beneficiary countries and/or beneficiary projects and programmes. On the 

o出erhand， charitable donations c組 becounted as unrestricted funds， as 

where the donations are not tied as to their application to sp巴cificpu中oses

as designated by the donors. 

In principle， it would appear that Zakat donations should rank as 

restricted funds， given that Zakat donations are tied to the purposes 

designated in Islamic law even where not tied necessarily to donor 
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intentions. As it happens and consistent with the standpoint of the United 

Kingdom charities law， Zakat donations are categorized by Islamic Aid as 

comprising p紅 tof its unrestricted funds， and with this meaning that the 

disposal of the donations is to be at the discretion of the charity trustees 

as to the matter of uses and purposes. This訂rangementhas proved to be 

highly advantageous for Islamic Aid in its charitable operations， since it 

has enabled the charity to devise new methods for the disposal of Zakat 

donations in order to ensure the most efficient utilization of the funds 

relative to the actual needs of the poor and indigent. One such method 

has been where the Islamic Aid trustees borrow monies from their Zakat-

specific donated fund with a vi巴wto financing sustainable development 

projects， rather than offering financial assistance on a basis involving no 

more than the provision of temporary relief as though through irregular 

alms giving. As an example of this， there is the scheme for the use of 

Zakat donations in relation to the rite of Qurbani as developed by the 

Islamic Aid trustees. 

The rite of Qurbani is th巴 sacrificeof animals that are unblemished 

and of full age， such as a goat， sheep， cow or camel， on the tenth day of 

Zul Hijjah as one of the basic religious obligations falling on all sane 

and income樽 earningadult Muslims to perform as during the period of 

Eid-ul Azha. As such， Qurbani forms part of the essential ritual practices 

relating to the Makkah pilgrimage， and the obligation that it involves is 

one that has the full force of Islamic law as deriving from the stipulations 

contained in the Holy Quran. In the event， the laws of the United Kingdom 

relating to animal slaughter and ritual sacrifices are such that Muslims 

resident in the United Kingdom are not permitted to practise Qurbani 

direct， with the result that United Kingdom resident Muslims perform this 

obligation indirectly by means of donations to registered Muslim charities 

which then arrange for the sacrifice to be carried out on their behalf. In 

2 the caseof凶 micAid， the tr附巴shave t刷 theZね tdo削 onsmade 

to the charity to establish a Qurbani project in the poor remote village 
22 

town of Mian Channu in Pakistan， and with the intention of generating 
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a permanent source of income for the population. Within this project， 

Islamic aid uses the Zakat fund to purchase sacrificial animals to give 

to the poor Mian Channu families， and for them then to re創・ theanimals 

for the Eid Qurbani. When the animals are matured and the Eid Qurbani 

period approaches， Islamic Aid will buy the animals back at the going 

market rate and perform the Qurbani sacrifice on behalf of the United 

Kingdom resid巴ntMuslims who originally supplied the Zakat donations. 

This scheme is virtuous in its creating an economic incentive for the 

poor families in Mian Channu to rear the Qurbani-designated animals as 

p訂 tof their own property， and so to work to gain a significant tinancial 

return under market conditions. In this way， Islamic Aid has applied the 

Zakat donations that it controls in order to establish what is to stand as an 

enduring poverty alleviation programme set in the local circumstances of 

the poor rural areas of one of the developing countries. The scope for such 

novel innovation， as in the application of Zakat donations， will no doubt 

increase as Islamic Aid moves to acquire charity company status.[I7J 

CONCLUSION: THE CIVIL SOCIETY PERSPECTIVE 

The emergence of the British Muslim charitable organizations has had， 

and is continuing to have， a profound impact on society and politics in the 

United Kingdom， and， as such， it is a phenomenon出atrelates directly to 

an agenda that is at present prominent in the social and political sciences. 

This is the agenda to do with the issue of civil society and that is focused 

on the theorizing about， and the empirical investigation of， the condition 

of civil society in the contemporary world. The concern for civil society 

that is reflected in this agenda is a concern for a condition of society that 

is understood to be distinct from the state and the individuals comprising 

it. It is also a condition of society that is understood to be embodied in 

the voluntary institutions and associations that are intermediate between 

the state and the individual， and in the practical relationships among 
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individuals which have legal， political and economic， and hence civic， 

components， but which are voluntary in character and so distinguishable 

from th巴basicrelationship obtaining between individuals as citizens and 

the state itself. The theoretical question that is current1y central to the 

civil society issue is to do with the inclusiveness of civil society， and， 

in particular terms， with whether the sphere of civil society extends to 

conduct that is self-interested in its motivation and that therefore involves 

relationships and associational practices that are market economic in their 

form and principles， as with the relationships defined through rights in 

property and contract. In respect of this question， it has become common 

for civil society to be presented as the sphere of conduct that is altruistic 

and other-directed， and that possesses a public aspect through its being 

non-self-interested as to its motivation. In consequence， commentators are 

now apt to distinguish civil society from the economic market， as much as 

from the state， and to consider the inner logic of civil society as something 

made manifest in the institutional and associational forms， and practical 

relationships among individuals， which are indiffer百 ltto the ends of 

economic advantage， as with， in an exemplary sense， what are referred to 

as the non-profit organizations. [18] 

The extent of the inclusiveness of civil society is no doubt a crucial 

question. However， it is not a question that bears decisively on the subject-

matter of this paper. For it is clear that whether or not civil society 

includes the economic market and the doings of economically self-

interested actors， this as such involves no qualification of the self-evid巴nt

truth that charitable organizations are to be taken as belonging centrally 

within the sphere of civil society as in accordance with the classical 

understanding of it. To begin with， charitable organizations are voluntary 

organizations， and this is so by definition in the circumstances of modern 

states given that charitable benefaction is distinct from state-sanctioned 

taxation in its being based in giving which is free and nonーcompulsory.

Then again， charitable organizations are by definition non-profit 

organizations， and also non-profit organizations that possess a formally 
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public character in the respect that， as organizations devoted to charitable 

pu叩oses，they are constituted and administered for the public benefit 

and in order to promote public goods. As a final consideration， charitable 

organizations are by definition organizations that are intermediate as 

between the state and individual citizens. For in addition to much else， 

charitable org如 izationspresuppose白epresence of strong bonds of social 

solid創ityamong individual citizens， which social solidarity they function 

to cement， but with this form of social solidarity being distinct from the 

more formal principles of association among individual citizens which 

derive 合omtheir common subjection to the obligations imposed出rough

出estate authorities. The intermediate status of charitable organizations， 

as relative to the state and to individual citizens， is important in itself， and 

likely to grow in importance as modem states in the developed categories 

move to scale down yet further the app訂atusof state welfare provision， 

and so create increasingly larger social spaces to be occupied by the 

voluntary charity sector as a substitute provider of welfare. 

The Zakat institution that we have focused on in this paper is a quite 

particular form of charity.百1Isis so in the respect that Zakat is thought of 

as being a charity tax and as such compulsory， albeit白紙 thecompulsion 

attaching to it is conditional on the profession of a religious fai出 rather

than on the staωs of citizenship or subject-hood as in relation to the state. 

The compulsory character of Zakat as regarding practising Muslims is 

bound up with its being an obligation which is imposed in Islamic law. 

Here， it is to be observed that the system of Islamic jurisprudence， as 

where the Zakat institution forms an integral pぽt，is a system of law that 

sets out what is fully intelligible as a legal framework for a functioning 

civil society. Thus there is provision made within Islamic law for 

prop出yrights and contract， and for principles of fair dealing in trade and 

commerce， and with these matters being essential for the maintenance of 

effective economic markets within society. On the other hand， there is the 

Zakat institution as an institution for welfare provision within society that 

is based in altruism and to the exclusion of self-interest， and which， as an 
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essentiaIly non-profit-directed component of society， goes together with 

such other p釘tsof Islamic law as the prohibitions on hoarding and usury 

to underline the primacy of community-based public rights and interests in 

出eorganization of society as in relation to the private rights and interests 

of individuals. The presence of a civil society framework as among 

the elements of Islamic jurisprudence is something that contrasts very 

strikingly with the relative under-describing， as within出isjurisprudence， 

of出eprinciples of the state and of the fundamental state-govemmental 

struc旬resand institutions. This feature of Islamic jurisprudence， it may be 

said，加swersto the actual condition of contemporary Muslim nations and 

societies. For with these， as it would appear， civil society processes and 

S釘ucturesare well in place， but with the containing state systems being 

in many cases distinguished by being those of faHed， or but primitively 

developed， states in which the procedures of law and legislation are weak 

and the regulatory institutional arrangements for the overall govemment 

and administration of society remain co汀uptand inefficient. 

τ'hese latter considerations紅ewell underlined through reflection on 

what， as with白ispaper， we have examined as the operationalizing of the 

Zakat institution on the part of the British Muslim charitable organizations 

as within the context of the United Kingdom charities law. Here， it is to be 

noted白atIslamic law commands Zakat， as an obligation inescapable for 

all Muslims， but血atit says litt1e that is determinate about the appropriate 

legal-institutional structures within which Zakat may legitimately， and 

effectively， be collected and distributed. It is to be noted also， and in 

contrast to出is，that the law of charities in the United Kingdom prescribes 

due framework Iegal-institutional structures and arrangements for the 

proper organization of charitable activities， and that these are， and have 

proved to be， most propitious for the legitimate utilization of Zakat 

donations. Thus it is that the United Kingdom charities law describes 

the purposes that are accepted to count as charitable purposes and the 

lawful organizational structures for the charities. So too does it set 

out a regulatory framework for the charities， as based in the Charity 
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Commission for England and Wales， whi1e going together with other 

p釘tsof the general law in the providing of support and recognition for 

the charities as through the紅Tangementsfor their exemption from certain 

categories of t瓜 ation.

As to the ma抗erof charitable pu中oses，it is evident that there is an 

essential identity as between the purposes that are designated as legitimate 

for Zakat donations， as within Islamic law， and the purposes that are 

accepted as chぽ itableas within the framework of the United Kingdom 

charities law. There may be formal difficulties from the standpoint of 

United Kingdom law as to出epermissibility of charitable donations being 

made to debtors， Jihadists or Zakat collectors. However， the remaining 

categories of Zakat beneficiaries are plainly covered under the charitable 

pu中osesheads， as specified in the United Kingdom charities law， of出e

relief of poverty， the advancement of education and出eadvancement of 

religion. Regarding the lawful organizational structures to be adopted 

by charities under the United Kingdom charities law， it needs to be said 

only that these are fully compatible with the institution of Zakat as to first 

principles， and that， as we can confirm from the case studies set out in 

this paper， the prescribed lawful organizational s佐ucturesof the charitable 

trust and the charitable company limited by guarantee have in fact been 

adopted by the British Muslim charities in the application of those of their 

funds as deriving from the Zakat donations. 

Beyond this， it is of course the adoption of the prescribed lawful 

organizational structures that has served to bring the British Muslim 

charities within the regulatory framework based in the Charity 

Commission， and thereby ensuring that the charities concemed take full 

advantage of their charitable status in the enjoying of血eprivileges and 

exemptions which under the United Kingdom law are extended to them. In 

the event， the subjection of the British Muslim charities to the laws of the 

United Kingdom， and to the due legal forms of administrative regulation， 

has involved for them less a regime of policing and coercive supervision 

than a process of concrete advice， guidance and encouragement which 
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has enabled the charities to fulfil their objectives as British Muslim 

charitable organizations.τ'hus it is白atwith the British Muslim charities 

in the United Kingdom， it is the state， as acting through the laws and 

the public administrative authorities， that has been decisive in nurturing 

and sustaining civil society and in the bringing to completion and ful1 

realization of the potential implicit in the forms of institutional order 

which are embodied in the civil society processes and structures. To 

this the further observation is to be added that in血ecase of the British 

Muslim charities in the United Kingdom， the state bound up in the nurture 

and sustaining of civil society is a state which is based in secular liberal 

principles of justice and political morality， and one which in consequence 

aims at the promoting and comprehension of an irreducible diversity in 

religious practice and faith-based associational life as within the social 

sphere. As for the condition of the civil society in the United Kingdom 

that emerges from this form of state involvement， this is a condition of 

civil society白紙 isdistinguished by the plura1ism in matters of religious 

faith and observance that is associated with the principles of human 

rights and democratic politics which are now commonly taken together 

to be definitive of the ideal of civil society as such. To the extent that the 

British Muslim charities have accommodated themselves to， and have 

been accommodated within， the civil society now present in the United 

Kingdom， then to出isextent we do well to resist any assumption as to the 

necess紅 yopposition between Islam and the Westem legal and political 
-，__[19] 

oroer. 
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